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_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Abstract: Now days, Big data storage is becoming tricky issue. And it’s becoming current popular research 

topic. Dealing with the large scale massive data needed to be stored efficiently and accessed easily which is a 

crucial problem. This paper gives the solution to this problem. Category wise Data distribution will help to 

improve the data access time. And ultimately it will reduce the job execution time which will improve in the 

performance of data grid. Here we are using one algorithm K-Means to divide the data category wise. Then we 

are working on the limited storage capacity of the node. Due to limited capacity of the node we need to replace 

the data and to do this we need some replication strategy. So here we are using different Strategy depending on 

the user’s data access pattern. This paper will focus on the improvement of the performance, reduction in 

bandwidth consumption, Efficient and easy data access. 
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I. Introduction 
Data grid technology has main feature, storage capability which is becoming a popular research topic now a 

days. Dynamic massive large size data is stored through data grid technology with the help of the internet. The 

data size of such a massive data is growing day by day and so there is necessity of efficient handling of such 

data. So for the efficient handling, data placement, replacement and the data access should be effective. 

Large number of data is generating regularly, and this data is needed to be stored properly for efficient data 

access and also to prevent the data loss, memory loss, data redundancy, data duplications. So 

 How to place the data? 

 Where to place the data? 

 Why to place the data? [3] 

Hadoop is open source framework, works on the storage issue. Hadoop plays important role in distributed 

computing system. Here following diagram will show the process of storing data on hadoop. 

 
Figure 1: Hadoop Data Storage process. [7] 
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Figure shows the basic architecture of Hadoop. Namenode connected to number of data nodes. Client asks to 

namenode to store the data. Namenode checks the availability of data nodes and send the acknowledgement to 

the client accordingly. 

Selected datanodes are pipelined together to store the data. Then client directly send data to the datanodes and 

stores data on those datanodes [7]. With these good functionalities hadoop have some disadvantages also like 

Redundancy, overwriting, overheads, data loading, data retrieval etc. and ultimately this affects on the overall 

performance. So we need to find out solutions on these issues. Here numbers of strategies are defined and 

executed to overcome the issues. Some of them have shown effective results also. 

Our data placement strategy will give the answers to these questions. Number of strategies are introduced and 

implemented for the category wise placement of the data. Some strategies have shown effective results also. 

Depends on the data, jobs will be assigned to the sites accordingly. 

Replacement strategy are used for the better performance in the data intensive applications There are many 

replacement strategies are proposed for the better performance and some of them are showing better results. 

Here in this paper we are trying to apply different strategies for the different type of data for the better 

performance and to avoid the overheads.  

Replacement of the file will be depends on the access frequency of that file and also on the requirement of that 

file to that particular node. Jobs will be executed on the sites where the job related data is more. So the data 

transfer time will be reduced and bandwidth consumption will also reduce. 

 

II. Related Work 

Many replication strategies are implemented for the replication purpose. So here some strategies which we have 

studied for the reference basic and the old strategies which shows good effect in replication are as follows 

LRU (Least Recently used): In this strategy the replica which is not in use from long time will get deleted for 

the replication i.e. file which is not used recently will get deleted. And if the size of deleting file is less than the 

new replica then the next least recent file will get deleted for the new replica placement. And the process goes 

on [1]. 

LFU (Least Frequently Used): This strategy is based on the replication of the file. In this strategy less popular 

file will get replaced by newer one. Here the files on which jobs will perform will be stored in local storage. 

And the less accessed file will be removed from the storage for the new replica even if the file to be deleted is 

newly replicated [2]. 

DORS: in this paper different replication strategies are used for different access patterns. The replication is 

based on the replica’s value. Replica value is calculated and accordingly. This strategy considers the parameter 

like file size, network status and file access history [3]. 

Chang has proposed LALW (Latest Access Largest weight), here largest weight will be applied to the file which 

is accessed most recently. Similarly SATO et. al presented small modification to the simple replication 

algorithms on the basis of file access pattern and network capacity [4]. 

DRCP is Dynamic Replica creation and placement proposes the placement policy and the replica selection to 

reduce the execution time and bandwidth consumption. Their replication is based on the popularity of the file 

and this strategy is implemented using data grid simulator, OptorSim [5, 6]. 

In this paper we are proposed strategy for the data placement where we are storing the data category wise and 

accordingly we are applying different replication policies based on the data access patterns. Rest of the paper is 

divided as section 3 will describe the system architecture and the storage of the data and defines the different 

replication strategies according to the data access pattern. Section 4 gives the conclusion and future work and 

Section 5 suggests the references. 

 

III. System Architecture 

Figure gives the overall idea of proposed strategy. Different jobs from different clients are requested to the job 

broker. Here job broker works as a namenode of hadoop. Then job broker will run the K-means algorithm to 

find out the category of the data to be submitted. Then according to category data will be stored on the particular 

categorized node. 

Once the data is stored replication point comes into the picture. What if particular datanode fails? How to 

recover the data lost in failure. The Solution is Replication. Creating number of replicas of files and storing 

them on different data nodes so that we can retrieve the data from other nodes if particular data node fails. So 

many replication strategies are developed as a solution. Then again here we are Applying different replication 

strategies according to the access pattern.  We will keep the pattern recognizer and log files in the replica 

manager to find out the access pattern of data and Applying the replication strategy accordingly. Replica log file 

maintains the replica records that are replica number, path etc.  Here each file has a unique record number to 

avoid the redundancy. 
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Figure 2: Data Storage and Replacement System Architecture [8]. 

 

 

A. Data Distribution 

Data storage is the important issue as the data size is increasing rapidly day by day. After the storage of the data, 

information retrieval is another big issue. The data stored is of different types, so retrieving required data from 

the collection of the different data is quite difficult. So to retrieve required data easily, some operations on the 

data are needed to be performed.  

Operations like dividing data into different category. And storing this category wise data on different nodes 

where the request ratio to the particular data is high. Data will be retrieved easily and the file transfer traffic 

ratio will be low ultimately it will effect on the performance and cost of the file transfer. Data will be divided 

category wise. For example, Plastic factory data will have different category like vendors data, supplier’s data,   

There are different strategies are studied to divide such a data category wise. K-means is one of the algorithms 

used for the data categorization purpose. It is a well known partitioning algorithm where the objects are 

categorized as they belong to the one of K-groups, here K is priori. Depending on the mean multidimensional 

version i.e. centroid of the cluster, the belonging of that object to the particular cluster is finalized. It means 

object is assigned to the group having closest centroid [10,11].  

K-means works particularly by calculating centroid of each cluster. And it is cost effective.  Basic k-means 

algorithm is  

 
Whenever data will come to the job tracker, job tracker will invoke the K-means algorithm. K-means will divide 

that data category wise and that categorized data will be stored on to the node assigned for that category. In case 

of storage full, the new arriving data will automatically propagate to the nearer node. 

B Replication 

When we are requesting certain files say [f1, f2, f3…fn] for executing particular job, some of the files will be 

available on the local storage and these file will execute directly. But the files which are not on the local storage 

have to be fetched from other nodes and have to store on local node, then execution will be carried out. And as 

 { 

Select K ; 
// where K = initial centroids of K points;  

DO 

{ 
Create K clusters; 

// i.e. assign each point to its closest centroid 

Recalculate the centroid of each cluster; 
} 

WHILE centroids of the cluster do not change; 

} 
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we know the limited storage capacity of the node, what if the storage is full? Where to store these files? Answer 

is deleting some files of local storage and store the new one. Again the question arises that which file should be 

deleted? How many files will be deleted for the storage of new files? These are the some key points we are 

considering while applying our strategy. 

Here we will achieve our strategy results in two steps first is to decide whether the file from other node should 

be stored on local device or not. And second is to apply the different replacement strategy depending on the data 

access pattern.  

1: The storage of the file will be depends on the replication factor. If the file having copies less than the 

replication factor then they are copied and if they are having number more than it they will not get copied. The 

replication factor will be decided on the basis of the capacity of all the nodes to the total size of all the files. 

                            R= C/W  -------[9] 

R= Replication factor, C= capacity of all the nodes, W= Total size of all files in data grid. 

Here R will decide whether to replicate the file or not. If the copies of the files are less than R then files will be 

replaced otherwise not. 

2: The different replacement strategy will be used for the different data access patterns. We will use the 

strategies which are showing better results for the particular data access pattern [8]. For example for random 

data access pattern LRU shows the better performance. And the replication will be depends on the request rate 

of user. That is the file which is not in a use for long time on that particular node will get replaced by new one. 

And to decide how many replicas and when to replicate the file is depends on the replication factor.  

Here the category is also important for the replication. Depending on the category of the data, it will goes to the 

particular node assigned for similar type of data. Here we are assuming that we are assigning a particular node 

for particular subject information. For example if particular file of data belongs to chemistry domain then it will 

go to the node assigned for chemistry domain.  

 

IV. Conclusion and Future Work 

In This paper, our data distribution strategy will help to improve the data access time. K-means algorithm will 

divide the data category wise and then it will send to respective node assigned for the particular category. So 

when the user request for the file or stores the file, K-Means will run and will go to particular category node and 

will perform on it. 

As our Replication strategy is based on the user’s data access pattern, replica strategy will depend on it. This 

will shows the better results than applying same strategy for all type of access pattern. 

In future we will also consider the scheduling criteria, load balancing, recovering so that we can perform on 

whole system and will give better results. 
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